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Abstract - Data mining is the process of discovering and extracting hidden patterns from heterogeneous 

dataset in order to make proficient decisions. Classification is an important task in data mining which generalizes 

data sets based on different instances. Big data is the term to refer large and complex data that is to process or 

analyze using traditional software tools. Building fast and accurate classifiers for large scale databases is a 

challenging task in data mining. Rule based classification is an efficient classifier for big data.  Association rule 

mining is a data mining task that discovers relationships among items in a transactional database. Associative 

classification is an integration of association rule mining and classification rule mining. In this paper different 

associative classifiers are discussed. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data mining is the process of discovering and extracting hidden patterns from different data types in order 

to guide decision makers in making decisions. The discovery process can be an automatic or semi-automatic [1]. 

It involves the utilization of discovery algorithms and data analysis to produce particular patterns in the data 

under acceptable computational efficiency constraints. 

 

Classification is a data mining function that assigns items in a collection to target Categories or classes. The 

goal of classification is to accurately predict the target class for each case in the data. For example, a 

classification model could be used to identify loan applicants as low, medium, or high credit risks. A 

classification task begins with a data set in which the class assignments are known. 

 

A. ASSOCIATIVE CLASSIFICATION 
Associative Classification (AC) is a common classification learning approach in data mining that adopts 

association rule discovery methods and classification to build the classification models. According to Thabtah et 

al. [2], AC is considered a special case of the association rule where the target attribute is considered in the rule’s 

right hand side. For example, in a rule such as: C must be the target attribute, the input, the training data set D 

has a number of distinct attributes A, A2…, An and C is the target (class). Attributes could be nominal (has a 

finite set of possible values) or continuous (real or integer). Continuous attributes should be discretized using a 

discretization method in order to transform them into categorical attributes. 

 

In general, an AC algorithm operates in three main phases. In the first phase, AC searches for hidden 

correlations between the attribute values and the class attribute values in the training data set. Once all frequent 

ruleitems are found, the rules “Class Association Rule” (CARs) are generated from them in “if-then” format. 
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 In the second phase, ranking and pruning procedures start process, at this stage, CARs are ranked according 

to a certain number of parameters such as confidence and support values to ensure that rules with high 

confidence are given higher priority to be selected as part of the classifier. However, since the number of rules 

generated run into several thousands, and many of them are both redundant and not discriminative among the 

classes, rule pruning are needed to discard the contradicting and duplicating rules from the complete set of 

CARs. The output of the second phase is the set of CARs which represents the final classifier model. Lastly, the 

classification model is utilized to predict the class values on new unseen data set (test data). 

 

B. BIG DATA 
 

The big data term is related to the exponential growth in data generation that has taken place in the last years 

and has raised considerable interest because of the possibilities in the improvement in the data processing and 

knowledge extraction. Big data is the popular term to encompass all the data so large and complex that it 

becomes difficult to process or analyze using traditional software tools or data processing applications. Initially, 

this concept was defined as a 3Vs model, namely volume, velocity and variety: 

• Volume: This characteristic refers to the huge amounts of data that need to be processed to obtain helpful 

information. 

• Velocity: This property states that the data processing applications must be able to obtain results in a 

reasonable time. 

• Variety: This feature indicates that the data can be presented in multiple formats; structured and unstructured, 

such as text, numerical data or multimedia among others. 

More recently, new dimensions have been proposed by different organizations to describe the big data model 

being the veracity, validity, volatility, variability or value some of them. 

 

Big data problems appear in a large number of fields and sectors such as economic and business activities, 

public administrations, national security or researches, among others. For example, the New York Stock 

Exchange can generate up to one Terabyte per day of new trade data. Facebook servers store one Petabyte of 

multimedia daily data (about ten billion photos). Another example is the Internet Archive, which can accumulate 

two Petabytes of data per day.This situation tends to be a problem as the researchers, governments or 

enterprises have had to face the challenge to process huge amounts of data quickly and efficiently, so that they 

can improve the productivity (in business) or obtain new scientific breakthroughs (in scientific disciplines). The 

rest of this paper is organized as follows: Traditional Associative classifiers are discussed in Section II. Section 

III surveys the Fuzzy AC approaches and Section IV presents AC approaches used in Big data. Finally, 

conclusions are discussed in Section V. 

 

II. TRADITIONAL AC APPROACHES 
 

The CBA algorithm was one of the first AC algorithms that employed an Apriori candidate generation step 

to find the rules. After its introduction, many other algorithms [3]-[7]adopted its approach. The bottleneck of 

Apriori candidate generation is the task of finding frequent item sets from all possible candidate item sets at 

each level. AC techniques that use the Apriori candidate generation step to discover frequent rule items, 

generally achieve good performance when the size of the candidate rule items is small. Other AC methods 

[8],[9]adopt the FP-growth approach proposed by Han and algorithms such as CPAR[10] use a greedy strategy 

presented in FOIL. This section focuses on these different approaches to discover rule items. 
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CMAR[11] – Classification based on multiple association rules. This method uses the FP-growth and mines 

large data set efficiently. It applies CR-Tree structure to store and retrieve mined association rules efficiently and 

prunes redundant rules effectively based on confidence, correlation and database coverage. Classification is 

based on weighted χ2 using multiple strong association rules. It has better average classification accuracy in 

comparison with CBA and C4.5.It is more efficient and scalable than other classification methods. 

 

FACA[12]   - Fast Associative Classification Algorithm (FACA) investigated  against four well-known AC 

algorithms (CBA, CMAR, MCAR, and ECAR) on real-world phishing datasets. The results indicate that FACA 

is very successful with regard to the F1 evaluation measure compared with the other four well-known algorithms 

(CBA, CMAR, MCAR, and ECAR). The FACA also outperformed the other four AC algorithms with regard to 

the accuracy evaluation measure. It employs vertical mining approach called Diffset[13] for discovering all 

frequent itemsets, and utilizes a new prediction method to classify unseen instances more accurately than other 

methods. 

 

DA-AC[14] (dynamic adaptive-associative classifier) which is based on a Dynamic Particle Swarm 

Optimizer. Due to its seeding method, exemplar selection, adaptive parameters, dynamic reconstruction of 

regions and velocity update, it avoids premature convergence and provides a better value in every dimension. 

Quality evaluation is done both for individual rules as well as entire rule sets. 

 

A novel approach [15] based on supervised classification has been proposed to classify a given collection of 

XML documents based on rule based classifier by semantically enriched structure and content features. It 

applies ontological information into structural and content based features from the XML documents and 

transforms it into transaction formats onto which FP-growth algorithm is executed to generate association rules. 

 

MMAC [16]: A New Multi-class, Multi-label Associative Classification Approach: In the first phase, it scans 

the training data to discover and generate a complete CAR. In the second phase, MMAC proceeds to discover 

more rules that pass the MinSupp and  MinConf  thresholds  from the remaining unclassified instances, until no 

further frequent items can be found. In the third phase, the rules sets derived at each iteration will be merged to 

form a global multi-class label classifier that will then tested against test data. 

 

III. FUZZY AC APPROACHES 
 

All associative classifiers in traditional ACs are crisp in nature, and thus use sharp partitioning to transform 

numerical attributes to binary ones. FACISME integrates maximum-entropy-based associative classification with fuzzy 

logic and uses iterative scaling, both of which lend a very strong theoretical foundation to the algorithm. Entropy is one 

of the best measures of information, and maximum-entropy-based algorithms do not assume independence of 

parameters in the classification process. 

  

CFAR[17] - Classification with Fuzzy Association Rules algorithm  Compared with CBA, has better 

understandability in terms of the number of rules and the smooth boundaries, while keeping the accuracy 

equally satisfactory. 

 

D-MOFARC[18] - A Multi-Objective Fuzzy Association Rule-Based Classification method, which 

concurrently performs a tuning and a rule selection process on an initial knowledge base. The aim is to obtain 

fuzzy rule-based classification systems with high classification performances, while preserving their complexity. 
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The approaches proposed so far to learn both ACs and FACs have mainly aimed at improving classification 

accuracy, often neglecting time and space requirements [19]. Moreover, whenever  we need to deal with big data, 

that is, datasets that cannot be captured, stored, managed, and analyzed by classical database software tools [20], 

most of these learning algorithms cannot be applied  in big data because of computational and storage issues. To 

the best of our knowledge, so far only a few works have tackled the problem of learning ACs and FACs from 

big data. MRAC and MRAC+ [22] are two versions of a distributed AC scheme shaped according to the Map 

Reduce programming model. 

 

IV. MAP REDUCE AC APPROACHES 
 

Map-Reduce (MR) [21] is an emerging programming paradigm for implementing applications that can take 

advantage of distributed and parallel computing. MR can be seen as a linearly scalable programming model in 

which a programmer writes two functions—a map function and a reduce function—each of which defines a 

mapping from one set of key-value pairs to another. The MR model has been utilized by search engine 

enterprises such as Google and Yahoo. They have petabyte data centre containing millions of nodes utilizing 

low cost hardware, and use MR within their software infrastructure to enable parallel analysis of the stored data. 

The MR framework has attracted attention in the data mining community because of its ability to perform 

simultaneous processing especially for large input data. The algorithms used for learning these classifiers are not 

able to satisfactorily manage big data because of time complexity and memory constraints. Map Reduce 

approach is a distributed association rule-based classification scheme.  

 

MRMCAR[2] First Distributed and Parallel AC Algorithm which  is more accurate with reference to 

classification accuracy than  C4.5, CBA, RIPPER and MCAR. Novel learning method that uses hybrid approach 

(vertical and horizontal) to discover frequent rule items, extract rules, rank rules and build the classifier. 

Distributed and parallel AC algorithm based on MapReduce paradigm that can be applied on large data sets. 

This is the first distributed and parallel AC in the literature. MRMCAR implemented on Hadoop environment 

scales well in processing time since its time decreases as the number of nodes increases.  

 

MRAC[22] - a MapReduce associative classifier follows the distributed association rule-based classification 

scheme shaped according to the Map Reduce paradigm. The scheme mines classification association rules 

(CARs) using a distributed version of the well-known FP-Growth algorithm. Once CARs have been mined, a 

distributed pruning based on dataset coverage is applied. The discretization of the continuous features has been 

performed by the entropy-based method proposed by Fayyad and Irani. Two different experiments were 

performed. In the first experiment, 18 ordinary-sized benchmarks were used to show that this scheme achieves 

accuracies comparable to other three well-known associative classifiers, namely CBA, CBA2 and CPAR. In the 

second experiment, three real-world big datasets with different numbers of instances (up to 11 millions) to 

analyze scalability and speedup of each parallel job according to different units of work and problem size. 

 

MRFAC[23] -  a MapReduce distributed version of the AC-FFP learning algorithm, based on a distributed 

implementation of the fuzzy FP-Growth. This version is able to process millions of objects. 

 

Chi-FRBCS-BigData[24] - To deal with big data classification problems a linguistic fuzzy rule-based 

classification system that uses the MapReduce framework to learn and fuse rule bases. It has been developed in 

two versions with different fusion processes. Chi-FRBCSBigData-Max and Chi-FRBCS-BigData-Ave. The Chi-

FRBCS-BigData-Ave method with low values for the number of maps seems to be the most appropriate choice 

to achieve the best precision results without caring too much about the lower response times.   
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The Chi-FRBCS-BigData-Max alternative with a large number of maps seems to be the best option for 

faster results without deeply degrading the performance. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

This paper presents a review and outlines the merits and demerits of various associative classification 

algorithms. Traditional Associative classification are crisp in nature and thus use sharp partitioning to transform 

numerical attributes to binary ones, but  generally achieve good performance when the size of candidate rule 

items are small. Fuzzy Associative classification methods have mainly aimed at improving classification accuracy 

by often neglecting time and space requirements. They have better understandability in terms of the number of 

rules and the smooth boundaries, while keeping the accuracy equally satisfactory, but not scalable to deal with 

big data. In Hadoop Environment Map Reduce approach is an efficient distributed association rule-based 

classification scheme that improves processing time without deeply degrading the performance. It is concluded 

from the study that traditional Associative classification methods are adequate for small datasets. Map reduce 

with fuzzy associative classification is an efficient classifier for big data.  
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